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From the Editor

Editor: Clare Schulz
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WHOSE STORIES ARE SHAPING OUR LIVES?
occasionally read other papers. We don’t
Some years ago I was struck (you might
have a TV, but we often listened to the ABC
even say ‘converted’) by a comment from
radio news in the morning. So, it was a
activist & biblical scholar Ched Myers.
pretty dramatic change.
Talking about the importance of
bible study, he pointed out that
Natalie had been inspired by the
What difference does
we are surrounded by voices,
question: what difference does
reading/ hearing the
each with its own narrative or
reading/hearing the news each
news each day
‘story’ about the world and our
day actually make to the way we
role in it: the voice of
actually make to the
live our lives? The answer, in the
advertising, the voice of
most immediate sense, was: very
way we live our lives?
Hollywood, the voice of the 6
little. Quite apart from the truly
o’clock news. The stories told in
useless trivia that fills up the mainstream
these media are so pervasive that we’re not
news media, it seemed that even the stories
even aware of how they shape our lives.
of human triumphs and tragedies didn’t
Seen in this light, the important question
about the bible is not ‘is it the literal Word of
God or is it an archaeological relic needing
deconstruction by academics?’. Rather, the
critical question is will we choose to set the
bible over and above the stories of our
mainstream culture and the infotainment
industry? Will we listen to its overall story
and the individual stories within its pages –
intelligently, but respecting the integrity of
its narratives – and open ourselves to be
transformed?
This year, my wife Natalie (ever the
innovator of Lenten
disciplines)
suggested that
we give up the
news for Lent.
Both of us
had
been
more or less
daily readers
of The Age
online, and

have a direct impact on us. It’s not as if we
had been responding with fresh action every
time there was a new story of injustice or
suffering. With a toddler in the house we’re
barely keeping up with our ongoing
commitments of time and money.
At another level, though, we realised that
the answer was: quite a lot. The news media
demands our time and attention (with the
overt or covert message: ‘you need to be
informed’ as well as with seductive and
titillating stories about sport, sex and movie
stars). Its choices of what ‘counts’ as news
shape our perceptions of what’s important –
not to mention what’s happening – in the
world. Even considering the possibilities of
the web alone, the time I took to read the
Age online each day was time I could have
spent reading in-depth analyses from other,
more diverse sources – not to mention
setting aside time for personal reflection
and prayer. Not that I became a saint – in
fact I found it very hard to stick to our
Lenten resolution, and when I did refrain
from reading The Age, I didn’t always
spend my extra time so wisely! But the
realisation of what might be possible
– and preferable – was a real insight
for me.
Many people asked: but what if
something important happened –
how would you know? Our
experience confirmed that the
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things that were truly important to us were
brought to our attention perfectly well. 9/11:
we heard it from our brother on the phone.
The Boxing Day Tsunami: heard about it a
day or two later. A sexual assault in our
neighbourhood: heard about it from the
police and from neighbours (and we in turn
told other neighbours when they returned
from an overseas holiday). More recently the
death of Brother Roger of Taize: heard
about it by email from several friends and
‘virtual communities’, including the SCM
lists (and certainly not from The Age, which I
now check out about once or twice a week –
contrast The Guardian, which had a great
article). That is, we learn what we most need
to know from our communities…and can
then do our own research to find out more.
I also rediscovered a very old insight (a
biblical one, in fact): there’s nothing new
under the sun. Throughout Lent and since
then, the US has been doing its worlddominating empire thing; the developed
world is still obese while the developing
world starves; the homeless people in my
area are still marginalised and mistreated
on a daily basis (though it was great to read
about the Homeless Socceroos in The Big
Issue recently, particularly as they practise
in a park around the corner from us!). And

all the justice issues that I’ve been
concerned about for years still need work,
and I’ve still got only so much time.
It’s not that I’m any less concerned, or
suffering ‘compassion fatigue’. And I’m not
yet willing to write off the exhortation to
keep ‘the bible in one hand and the
newspaper in the other’ (Karl Barth, if I
remember right, though I’ve also seen it
attributed to Billy Graham!). Indeed, I am
trying to keep focused on the bible – and
the interwoven story of the church through
the ages – as the primary story that shapes
my life.
But when it comes to understanding the
events of the world, I’m finding it far more
helpful to read in-depth analyses and
reflections from a variety of sources than to
get caught up in the daily news treadmill.
These voices are far more worthy of my
listening than the voices of the media
magnates.
As for listening directly to God in prayer, now
that’s a challenge I really struggle with…so
I’m looking forward to hearing more about it
from others!
Shawn Whelan lives in Melbourne with his
wife Natalie and their son Daniel.

GOD IS LISTENING
it is a curious thing to write about listening. listening requires at least two agents - the
one who listens, and that which (or who) is listened to. listening also requires a
certain silence, a certain space, where that which (or who) is listened to can reveal
itself. but, i find this act, that of writing about listening, to be a very lonely act. i am
alone with the words that fall from me, like leaves from a tree, and which make their
own way in the breeze. these words will take on a life of their own in their journey,
and as if crossing over the River of Lethe, may only bear the slightest trace of me
when they reach their destination.
the loneliness arises not because of the unruly nature of words set free, nor even
because they fall onto barren ground - never to bear witness at all. they may fall onto
very fertile soil indeed. only, in this act i shan’t know it, indeed can’t know it. not now
- not here, where the only sounds are a neighbourhood dog in the distance and a
clock ticking and tocking into the future. here, now, i can only imagine a future where
others will incline themselves to hear me.
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face
but that is what listening is. it is not just a simple act like sitting or walking or smelling. it is
an inclination, maybe even an attitude. these words have a wonderfully physical feel to
them - to incline, to lean toward, to lean toward the Other so that we may better hear. and
‘attitude’ - these days denoting a settled way of thinking - originally referred to a position or
posture of a body. listening requires that we attain a certain attitude of being - of facing
the Other. this attitude of being - of facing - has two important qualities that serve to mark
listening off from other acts of facing. listening requires a certain attitude of receptivity, of
openness to the Other in all its otherness. secondly, facing is an acknowledgment - an
affirmation of the Other. it is in this affirmation of the Other that the Other’s face becomes
visible to us. listening is about facing, about faces, and about the communication that
goes on between them - the subtle chatter of being between beings of, ‘I affirm you, I
receive you’ and ‘I am here, hear me’. but here, now, in this act i may utter my own ‘i am
here, hear me’, but i cannot hear a reply. writing - here, now - is a dreadfully silent affair.
space
facing is an orientation toward - but this presupposes a space within which one can be
oriented. but maybe i should return to the beginning... according to the Lurianic Kabbalah,
in the beginning Divine Light filled all reality. For creation to occur it was necessary first to
create a space - the tehiru (emptiness) where the Divine was not. the Divine withdrew itself
- an act called the tzimtzum - so as to provide the tehiru wherein the world could form.
were the Divine to not provide this space it would be impossible for people to have free
will. so too it would seem with listening - we too must contract within ourselves to allow the
Other to be present in its Otherness before us. without leaving this space there is a danger
that the Other will be overcome by us, by our desires, beliefs, needs, fears. we may hear
something - we may even see something - but that something may bear little witness to its
origins.
the tzimtzum was the first act of creation, albeit a negative one. but without it the world and we - could not develop true to our selves. the Lurianic Kabbalah asserts that
ultimately the tzimtzum occurred to allow for the ultimate will of creation: ‘to reveal
Godself below.’ maybe, in providing that certain space to the Other where they can speak
and we can hear their voice (not our own), we participate in both the original acts of
creation.
god
George Fox talked about ‘that of God in everyone’, and even though i wander further down
the path of a/theism, it is this fundamental belief that always draws me back to the
Society of Friends. I believe that there are two lessons to be learned from it. one that i
term ‘negative’ (in the sense of the tzimtzum) is that we should be respectful toward each
Other, for it is in each Other that the Divine dwells. this is an important lesson, and one
that i have wrestled with (and still do) in my journey along the via negativa. but there is a
positive one as well. it is in our listening to each Other that the Divine is made present.
perhaps, hesitantly - as all who have walked the via negativa have hesitated - i shall offer
an assertion. perhaps we could assert that God is listening, and that to the extent to which
we listen we participate in God. in answer to my unease about speaking about God - i shall
let the words of an anonymous Quaker speak for me:
‘I sometimes think of a Meeting for Worship as a time when nobody speaks, but everybody listens.
Sometimes a person is moved to listen aloud, and this transforms itself into spoken ministry.’
Chris Albone works at Sydney Uni, where he was involved in SCM in the 1990s.
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LISTENING: GIVING GENUINE ATTENTION TO THE OTHER
Listening: who is this that enters the
conversation?

care for them, her fluctuating life, what it
was like to live in Redfern, what her habit
did to her and what her relationship is like.

When the small group of SCM people from
the recent 2005 national conference came
What a despairing life, many would say. And
to Redfern for an exposure visit I introduced
the SCM group really felt for her, I could see
them to a local Aboriginal woman, aged in
this clearly. Yet there is a kindness and a
her early 40s, whom I will call Kathy. I
beauty in her face, though
Genuine listening
had organised various visits with locals
lined and aged beyond her
a few weeks before but Kathy was not
years, which has always
also requires a
one of them.
reflexive awareness moved me. This is her life.
She has a simple and basic
As I walked to Redfern Railway Station
of the ‘other ‘ of
faith in God and love for other
to meet the group just before 9am, I
the listener
human beings. Many local
met Kathy. She did her usual ‘hit’ on
agencies provide her with help when she
me as she had done for the last five years.
needs it. She is a survivor. Sadly, she is
Most of our conversations have been in the
considered ‘scum’ by a minority of locals in
street. But they have had a degree of simple
Redfern because of her habit.
depth. I have come to know of her heroin
addiction and attempts to enter the
methadone programme, the bashings by her
partner when he drinks too much (I also
know him and, sober, he is a really funny
guy who I see regularly on The Block), and
her few suicide attempts visibly evident by
heavy bandaging and later by the deep
scars.

Listening awry: discerning the other within
the listener
For me, listening is paying genuine attention
to an ‘other’: an ‘other’ who is different to
me and from whom I can learn.
But genuine listening also requires a
reflexive awareness of the ‘other ‘ of the
listener. The ‘other’ being all those aspects
of ourselves that are not always evident to
us. That is, who am I, and what am I
listening with? What are my cultural
expectations? What is the context that has
shaped my values, identity, culture and
behaviour? What are my fears,
anxieties and concerns, which
relate to my inner self and are
about spirituality? How do my
gender, class, race and sexual
orientation
influence
my
listening?

So, when I met Kathy that morning, I asked
if she would sit and have coffee with the
SCM people and just tell us about her life.
Yep, she said, but can you give me some
money as well? I did. She did meet us an
hour later for
coffee in a
cafe, but she
was now really
high on heroin.
Although she
was ‘nodding’,
at times nearly
falling asleep,
she told us
about her life:
about her love
for her six kids
who lived in
another State
SCMers Bron & Rachel on the streets of
Redfern with Vladimir
because
she
was unable to
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people listening to a person
like Kathy would say, what a
sad and terrible life. Upon
hearing her story, what is
activated from within is a
desire to change her life and
make it hopeful and addictionfree. Of course wellbeing and
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wholeness is what we all want to bring
about. But doing this too quickly and on the
helper’s terms is more about the concerns
of the helper than the person to whom we
are listening. How do we do this with respect
and the empowerment of the other?

they do not realise is that ‘giving’ makes
them feel wanted and that it is motivated by
the unconscious need to appear generous.
They can repress their own needs. Life’s
lessons and spiritual direction can lead
carers into an awareness of these repressed
needs. Then, when they listen to their own
inner ‘other’, they can learn about
themselves as much as the other person
and care in a mutual and power-sharing
manner. Of course, any character-type can
fall into this desire to ‘save’ the needy
person, and the church is an organisation
that attracts such personality types.

I experienced this dominance of the listener
in the listening relationship in a former
congregation. I had organised church
members into a number of visitation groups
to meet unchurched people to listen to their
stories so we could learn about our
community. I was with one of a small group
who listened to a person who, in my
listening, shared an amazing
personal story. When we
We need to stand in
gathered to share what we
another place, one outside
had heard, I was shocked to
our normal, conscious
hear my group moralising,
judging
and
indirectly
self, and learn about the
ridiculing the person who
other hidden, unconscious
shared their honest and
aspects of our context,
context,
vulnerable story. I realised
culture, gender, race, class,
that the churched people in
my group, whom I was really
religion and sexuality that
fond of, were talking about
shape and form both our
themselves, their values and
imaginations and our
culture.

Another factor that gets in the
way of middle class listeners’
is the notion that we can all
‘progress’ and make our lives
richer and ‘happier’. So, when
we meet a person like Kathy,
we project our values onto
their broken lives. Added to
this we may feel anxious
because such lives challenge
our western values and
vulnerability. Realities like
sickness, poverty, aging and
addictions disturb western
mainstream church and
notions of a good, successful
I learnt a few crucial lessons
society
life with a golden future on
from that congregation which
the horizon. These same
dented my own romantic
disturbing
realities
exist as much in
notions: the realisation that we are all
suburbia
as
they
do
in
an area like Redfern,
deeply embedded in our own contexts and
but they go undetected because of the need
cultures; that we need creative and
to appear successful and progressive.
prolonged exposure to difference and the
need to develop more cross-cultural skills;
and that there were aspects of my own inner
life that needed to be addressed.
What are some of the factors that influence
us as listener to control the relationship with
the outsider?
From the perspective of the Eneagram, a
creative spirituality tool with which I work,
one personality type is called ‘the carer’.
The carer’s primary attention is on how they
can help the other person, particularly if
they are in need of support. They are always
in danger of listening with one goal in mind:
to fix the other person on their terms. What

Contrary to our middle class anxieties about
Kathy, she lives a day at a time, is grateful
that she is alive, and while at times she
wants to give up living, her daily existence is
a miracle in itself. I learn from her small
strength and her quiet inner beauty.
Listening, I suggest, is always learning to
listen awry. We need to stand in another
place, one outside our normal, conscious
self, and learn about the other hidden,
unconscious aspects of our context, culture,
gender, race, class, religion and sexuality
that shape and form both our imaginations
and our mainstream church and society. If
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we listen awry then when we ask ‘what do
we hear?’ we can understand more clearly
how and what we are hearing with.
‘Wow!’ you say, ‘that all sounds a bit heavy
when I am listening to people!’ You are right!
I am not suggesting we consciously think
about all this when we are involved in actual
face-to-face
listening.
All
this
is
backgrounded when I meet and listen to
people in Redfern, Waterloo and South
Sydney. But unless all the above is
processed and I work hard at a
hermeneutics
of
suspicion
(uncovering
my
context,
embeddedness
and
excessive power), work with
a spiritual director, my
shrink, have some creative self and
society awareness, experience crosscultural training, and debrief with a broad
cross section of colleagues, then the work of
creative listening will be limited. Sure, we
can make people feel good and wanted
without any such reflexive awareness, but
will
mutuality,
empowerment
and
transformation occur for both listener and
the listened-to, to the outsider and the
insider?

features, entertainment, photos, and
advertising from all over our area. We keep
overt religious content to an extreme
minimum, although we express the values
of justice, compassion and concern for the
marginalised which many groups, Christian
or otherwise, have in South Sydney. This
gathering of material regularly engages us
all over our area. We always meet in cafes
and we listen to people daily.
So, for the five years I have been here, we
have just listened, learned… made
mistakes, listened and done more
listening, strategised, and then acted…
so that we can go on providing
a vehicle for the various voices
and sectors of our mixed
community, and especially the poor
and marginalised. We always cover
Aboriginal issues and stories, multicultural
stories, and public housing issues,
expressing concern for the homeless,
supporting gay and lesbian groups and
causes, featuring local stories about
ordinary people, being politically involved in
local, state and federal government issues.

Recently, the local ministers, the Anglican
minister, my associate minister, Dorothy
Listening between the factions and
McRae McMahon, and myself were asked
fractures
by the State Labor Minister for Redfern
Waterloo Authority, Frank Sartor, to
My congregation produces a local,
negotiate with the Aboriginal Housing
independent, tabloid newspaper, The South
Company for a way through a difficult standSydney Herald, delivering 20,000 copies per
off between the two parties. This has meant
month to 20,000 households. The biblical
sitting with both factions separately and
mandate I suggested to my congregation for
listening and then trying to facilitate a
our work was Jeremiah 29: 4-7: Jeremiah
process of creative negotiation. I have done
tells the Jewish people who have been
some hard and honest talking and
exiled in Babylon, and who are
challenging of both parties,
camped along its sewers in
God says: seek the
seeking a way forward. God says:
extreme heat, that God says:
wellbeing (shalom)
seek the wellbeing (shalom) of
seek the wellbeing (shalom) of
the community you have been
of the community
the community you have been
sent
to, for in their wellbeing is
you have been sent
sent to, for in their wellbeing is
your
wellbeing.
your wellbeing. And that is what

to, for in their

we do with the paper: take on all
This has meant working between
wellbeing is your
the issues in our area and
the factions and the fractures of
wellbeing.
produce a reflective, newsy
our community. Although the
newspaper. We have an editorial team that
Aboriginal Housing Company may be
gathers news stories, comment pieces,
considered to be the marginalised group, we
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sustaining Mother/Father (yes, though I
have also learnt so much about the politics
never realised it then, there was this dual
and power play of even the marginalised.
One of my close Aboriginal friends,
gender feeling to the ‘holding’)…and that
Annabelle Walker from the
this God was there for all of us. Then
We
can
make
in my late teenage years I discovered
Northern Rivers of NSW, once
told me her strategy for
people feel good Jesus who now, in Ernst Kasemann’s
involvement with the many
words, means freedom, personal and
and wanted
competing Christian groups in
political. But I am extremely multiwithout any
faith-religion-unreligious as well. All
Redfern: You have to have many
such
reflexive
this makes me value being a
non-aligned partnerships, she
said with humour.
listener, open yet acknowledging the
awareness, but
regular existence of bias.
will mutuality,
How my faith has fashioned my
My
own
experience
of
listening
empowerment
empowerment
marginalisation,
my
spiritual
and
As a child and teenager I lived
influences, and in faith meeting
most of my life in Australia in a
transformation
‘Jesus who means freedom’, have all
Russian home and socialised
occur for both
given me a real passion/compassion
within the Russian community. In
and interest in other cultures and
listener and the
these early years I felt like I was
outsiders like Kathy, and shape my
listenedlistened-to, to
an outsider, a Russian Australian,
work of critical and creative thinking,
and so I learnt to listen so I could
the outsider and empowerment of the marginalised,
adapt and become an Aussie.
the insider?
and
cultural
and
structural
Life was tough for me as a kid,
transformation.
difficult enough in a poor, migrant family for
Vladimir Korotkov is a Uniting Church
me to feel that I could never escape the
minister,
minister of South Sydney Uniting
sadness and pain of it all. Yet, paradoxically,
Church, managing editor of The South
I sensed, in that deep Russian Orthodox
Sydney Herald, and occasionally works as a
manner and without anyone telling me, that
support person for the NSW Aboriginal and
a
hidden,
subtle
God
somehow,
Islander Christian Congress.
mysteriously, ‘held me from below’ as a

FREE SPEECH IN A VOCAL ECONOMY
When we consider voices, we can consider
one particular archetype: the voice of free
speech. In this brief article, I would firstly
like to ponder what positive economics
might suggest about free speech, then
broaden the discussion to consider whether
and how an entire ‘economy’ of voices,
generally, might work.
All you budding economists out there will
know that nothing is ‘free’, because at the
very least any choice will have an
opportunity cost: the thing you gave up to do
the thing you chose.
It is recognised that an efficient market
needs intervention when something
generates a cost which the producer or

consumer does not pay, called externalities.
In the case of free speech, the argument for
placing limits on what can be said arises
partly from recognizing that people can say
things that will not harm (i.e. cost) them
personally, but can harm others. For
example, vilification does not cost the
vilifier; however, it can cost individuals who
are offended, and in extreme forms may
incite crimes/violence that cost others. This
justifies placing a ‘cost’ (limit) on free
speech, to ensure the true cost of ‘free’
speech is understood.
Similarly, laws of supply and demand say
that if the price of a good is raised, the
quantity demanded will fall, ceteris paribus.
The efficient market will dictate that those
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who most value free speech will ‘pay’ the
most for it (risk punishment by breaking the
law). The revisionist historian, the extremist
cleric or the racist agitator all ‘pay’ for free
speech the precise amount by which they
value it.

airlines use this all the time. They generate
so much information, so many choices or
voices,
that
comparison
becomes
impossible, or at least very difficult. You
cannot easily compare a 12-month phone
contract with extra
charges with a 24There is a catch. Unfortunately,
If we attune to too many
month contract with all
positive economics doesn’t dictate
voices, we do find
charges included, or
what is right. However, at the risk of
ourselves experientially
an 18-month contract
engaging in normative economics,
with discount internet
disoriented
remember that the imposed costs of
access provided, or a
free speech need to be fair, because
12-month
contract
with
low standard rates
the law that bans dangerous extremists can
but
exorbitant
peak
rates
and a free phone.
also stifle democratic protest.
So you might trade off the cost of searching
Going one step further, however, we can
against the simplicity of a dearer, clearer
gain a more sophisticated understanding of
contract. A similar mechanism could exist in
how voices generally work as an economy of
the voice economy. After all, a voice is in
their own, and this raises a curious paradox.
some sense a conduit, or stream, of
Consider that economics tells us that if we
information. Relying on only one source or
hear one voice, we give up the consumption
voice leaves us ill informed and prone to
of hearing another voice. This is opportunity
rash choices (perhaps extremism?). Being
cost. However, our experience tells us this
overwhelmed by excessive information
model is not so in the real world: we can,
leaves us confused and prone to inertia
and do, attend to multiple voices. We are
(perhaps relativism?). We use a mechanism
capable of listening to more than one voice
to attain vocal equilibrium: that mechanism
and processing multiple discourses. So it is
is the weighing up of the cost of more
erroneous to say we can only hear one voice
information against the benefit we perceive
at a time. Therefore, there is no opportunity
it will bring, or what we could call the
cost in hearing multiple voices.
consumer’s marginal cost and marginal
benefit, or iso-utility curve of information.
Yet if we attune to too many voices, we do
The trick is to use commonsense, reason,
find ourselves experientially disoriented. We
creativity and values to obtain the highest
start to experience cognitive or information
marginal benefit by being open to voices –
overload. We either cannot hear, or cannot
many
voices, dissident voices, questioning
act on, the
voices,
iconoclastic
voices,
multitude
of
Somewhere between a single voice
compassionate
voices,
challenging
voices telling
and a plethora of voices there is an
voices
–
without
suffering
us to do, not to
information
overload
in
the
vocal
equilibrium
where
we
have
a
viable
do, to change,
economy.
economy of voices.
voices.
to remain, to
stop, to go, to
How to do that? I need to continue
act, to refrain. So there is an opportunity
thinking about that question. Perhaps by the
cost in hearing multiple voices. Therefore,
next edition of JG I will have something to
somewhere between a single voice and a
say on the ‘how’ of the issue.
plethora of voices there is an equilibrium
where we have a viable economy of voices.
How do we know when we have attained
that equilibrium? Ah, that is the question!
David Pearson is studying an MBA at the
Let us consider a well-known phenomenon
Graduate School of Management, UWA.
in marketing. Mobile phone companies and
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Listen
When I ask you to listen to me
And you start giving advice,
You have not done what I asked.
When I ask you to listen to me
And you begin to tell me why I shouldn’t feel that way,
You are trampling on my feelings.
When I ask you to listen to me
And you feel you have to do something to solve my problems,
You have failed me, strange as that may seem.
Listen! All I asked was that you listen.
Not talk or do – just hear me.
Advice is cheap; 20 cents will get you Dear
Abbey and Billy Graham in the same
newspaper
And I can do that for myself – I’m not helpless.
Maybe discourage and faltering, but not
helpless.
When you do something for me that I can and
need to do for myself
You contribute to my fear and weakness.
But when you accept as a simple fact that I do
feel what I feel,
no matter how irrational,
then I can quit trying to convince you and get about
the business of understanding what’s behind this irrational feeling.
And what that’s clear, the answers are obvious
And I don’t need advice.
Irrational feelings make more sense when we understand what’s behind
them.
Perhaps that’s why prayer works, sometimes, for some people,
Because God is mute, and He doesn’t give advice
Or try to fix things. He just listens and
Lets you work it out for yourself.
So please, just listen and hear me,
And if you want to talk, wait a minute for your turn,
And then I’ll listen to you.
Illustration: Nerida Schulz

Anonymous
(from the volunteer training manual for The Samaratins phone care line)
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WHY IS CHRISTIANITY SO SPECIAL?
and I’m uncomfortable as to where it leads
From the great selection of religions,
if its taken too literally and we feel too
philosophies and political beliefs on offer,
privileged about it.
there has to be a better reason why
someone would choose to be Christian than
I also refute any argument that to be
simply that it was the beliefs one’s parents
Christian is somehow the only way to being
had, or was predominant in the culture in
a good/virtuous person. This argument
which one grew up. After all, our parents
annoys me as a humanist and I believe,
and forbears have believed some pretty
thankfully, is near enough to dead today. I
screwy and sometimes downright offensive
will say that there is a huge amount of
things, which we are free to disregard now
wisdom that Jesus taught, especially in the
because we have had time to think critically
area of doing as you would be done by. But
about them...and we can absolutely forget
this is the basic contract of being part of
about the ‘we’re right
society and interacting with
because we are (and it was
For Christianity to have some other people. If you don’t
written/ somebody who
claim or relevancy today,
have the same respect for
knows told me)’ argument
others as you would like to
there
there has to be something it
which most religions appear
have from them, then it all
does ‘special’ that the other
to use, and which really
degenerates into a power
doesn’t cut it anymore, if it
religious/philosophical
struggle.
Obviously
ever did.
options don’t.
Buddhism and many other
For Christianity to have
some claim or relevancy today, there has to
be something it does ‘special’ that the other
religious/philosophical options don’t, be it a
mystery, a comfort, an answer, the musical
repertoire or something else. Now I’m going
to declare my hand here and tell you I am
an atheist and a scientist, and so can’t give
you the answer. Nevertheless there must
presumably be an answer for you if you are
a Christian person reading this. It is
probably different from the next person, but
I want you to be clear about what it is. I’ll tell
you at least what I think it isn’t, and we’ll
see where we end up.
We have dealt with cultural heritage and
‘just so’ stories above. I’m nervous about
accepting statements that god has spoken
to an individual as it’s too shaky and
circular. I do have a lot of sympathy for
accepting a philosophical message from life
or the world in general, but we could all say
we’ve been given some special message
somehow, either literally or metaphorically,

religions emphasise
lesson and approach too.

There is not room here to complete the list,
but in the interim, where does this leave us?
For me, taking it all less literally and viewing
the messages of Christianity and the metalevel similarities with all religions and
philosophies, acknowledging our place in
the universe and our respect for and nonjudgement of each other and our obligation
to the future to leave the world in better
shape than we found it (in whichever way
we think is most important) is probably a
better approach, but where this leaves
Christianity as a religion I’m not too sure.
But as long as we share the same outlook
on these fundamentals, I’m not sure it really
matters. What do you think?
Roland Marsden is a graduate of Melbourne
Business School and moved to Perth at the
start of 2005.

JG would love to hear responses to Roland’s question, to present in the Summer edition. If
you have a comment to make, long or short, please email the editor at jg.at.ascm.org.au .
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THE VOICES OF CAMBODIA … AND OF GOD
The piercing music of Khmer festivals;
rickety bikes carrying baskets of bread to be
sold at the market; the dusty roads in the
centre of Phnom
Penh littered with
rubbish, chickens
in
upturned
laundry baskets,
pigs and children;
the
jolly
but
weather-worn
faces
of
the
Khmer; the chaos
of
a
bustling
marketplace….
Earlier this year I
spent some time in
Cambodia. It was
my first time in
another
country,
my
first
time
surrounded by a culture so unlike my own,
my first time of discovering God through
another people, and my first painful
experience of witnessing acute physical
poverty: seeing it, smelling it, feeling it,
being shocked and disgusted and inspired
by it. I went there to learn about what it
means to serve people and God in another
place.
Despite
the
original
randomness of this ‘place’ turning out
to be Cambodia, I fell in love with this
beautiful country. The theme of this
JG, ‘Listening’, seems to fit perfectly
with my experience, as I soon realised
my role in Cambodia was to be a
listener and a learner. God seemed to
never stop talking!
I spent my first week in Phnom Penh,
taking language classes and a crashcourse in Khmer culture. I remember
going to the Tuol Tom Pung market for
the first time and being overwhelmed
by so many new sights, sounds, smells,
textures and people that no words could
explain. Now I love it and in my memory it
seems almost normal! Because of the
history of the country and ongoing issue of

land mines, there are many amputees in
Cambodia, particularly in the cities. I went to
Cambodia expecting to see land minevictims, but I wasn’t prepared for the
reality. When one man approached me
for money at the market, I felt I had
never been confronted with
such
a
distortion
of
I soon realised
humanity.
His
face
was
a
my role in
mess of rippled, gouged,
Cambodia was
burnt flesh, probably from
to be a listener
acid. He had lost one eye, I
could barely make out a
and a learner.
learner.
God seemed to nose, and he was missing a
leg. In a moment of shock
never stop
and selfishness, I turned my
talking!
head away, scared and
almost gagging at this
man’s appearance. He seemed
desperate for any money or food. He
seemed starved of human connection.
I walked away quickly, before he could
come after me. How could someone live like
that? No one in the market wanted to
acknowledge him or even look at
him…including me. I wanted to erase the
man from my memory. I wanted to forget
about him and his predicament and his
brokenness. God wouldn’t let me forget,
perhaps because that is what my sin, my

brokenness, looks like to a Holy God before
Jesus steps in and takes on the entirety of
my brokenness. Next time I went back to the
market, I was determined to show love to
the man, in some way. I managed to in
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some small pathetic way, but only just. God
spoke to me then, about my unwillingness
to give a damn if I was uncomfortable! I
hope that next time my reaction will be as if
Jesus himself had
approached
me.
‘Whatever you did for
one of the least of
these…’
Cambodia
is
a
beautiful country. The
unique Khmer culture
has
been
well
preserved and in some
ways feels ‘untouched’
by Western influence.
The people are strong, despite or perhaps
because of their recent past. They are jolly
people that always have time for a bit of
gossip before they get hard into work. The
country’s rural areas are stunning.
Sometimes when I woke up in the morning
to oxcarts and dogs howling and Khmer
laughter in the village where I spent most of
my time, I could’ve sworn I had just stepped
into the cover of a National Geographic.
Back in Australia, I crave the simplicity of
Cambodian life: washing from a cold bucket
of water by candlelight, riding my bike to
collect the ice in the morning for the
‘fridge’, everyone having a role to play
in the community for it to survive…

the creation and Jesus’ life. I had the
honour and blessing of seeing a festival
come to life. People from villages
everywhere came to a large village to set up
stalls, sell, trade, party,
and be entertained.
Most had never heard
of Jesus before. How
awesome it was to sit
among thousands of
Khmer people, as they
watched, intrigued by
these ‘new’ stories,
this ‘good news’ being
told in their own
language, music and
dance. I had never encountered God in
another culture, and God was a stranger to
me, presented in this way, but not to the
Khmer. God is so big, and exists so uniquely
in every culture in the world. That weekend I
learnt that God was the God of the Khmer,
and of every people group. Some just don’t
know it quite yet.

But there were other stories here too. Not
many people there have heard the Good
News. The injustice there sometimes
overwhelmed me and I felt the country
groaning –no, grieving - under the stress of
a horrific history,
so
much
poverty, and a
lack
of
While I was in Cambodia, I was able to
compassion.
be a part of a huge festival. In
Despite
the
Cambodia,
country
being
I
had
never
encountered
God
in
festivals are a
swamped with
another culture, and God was a
big part of life.
NGO’s, I visited
People come
stranger to me, presented in
villages where
from all over this way, but not to the Khmer.
malnourished
the place to
children
with
meet
with
grubby
faces
others, and set up all sorts of market
and
swollen
stalls! Often festivals last for several
bellies
waited
days, and time is spent watching
with
their
performers presenting traditional well
parents
for
any
known Khmer stories of the past, the
rain
to
end
the
spirits, and life, through dance, music
drought.
I
smelt
and drama. A group of Christian
the
horrible
performers several years ago decided to use
stench of the canals where you would see
all their traditional forms to tell the story of
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question. God wants me to wrestle with it, to
children playing in the murky water, and I
always be questioning myself and others
wondered about the life expectancy in
and the way we live.
Cambodia. I walked down the main roads in
Phnom Penh where
Jesus himself invites
there seemed to be
us: ‘If any of you wants
rows of begging
to be my follower, you
land-mine victims. It
must put aside your
feels like clichés of
selfish
ambition,
poverty that I’m
shoulder your cross,
describing. It was
and follow me. If you
strange to meet
try to keep your life you
people when I’ve
will lose it. But if you
read about them as
give up
statistics
in
your life
It
was
strange
to
meet
people
textbooks at Uni. The
for me,
when I’ve read about them as
reality confused me.
you will
statistics in textbooks at Uni.
What could I do? I couldn’t fulfil their needs.
find true
I couldn’t fix their brokenness. I couldn’t
life.’
take away the fear of the spirits that
(Matt 16:24-25) What an honour and
haunted village life. I couldn’t give them jobs
privilege that God invites us to join in the
or teach them healthcare. I have so much. I
work God is doing in this world! To be able
have life. I have received God’s grace and
to love people in God’s name! I know that
have chosen to follow Jesus. I have a family
the very character of God is full of justice
that loves me, shelter over my head,
and mercy, with a heart for all people to
freedom to speak my mind, the ability to
know God. God calls me to work for justice
write and discuss ideas, education, health,
in my home, communities, in my country,
eternity with God. My question is this: What
and globally. To love people, no matter who
part of me needs to be undone and
I’m with, or where I am.
incomplete so that others might know
And do you know what?
goodness and justice exist, in a
When
we’re
really
loving God?
I listen, and I hear God
engaging with people from
I listen, and I hear God weeping
weeping with the people,
all walks of life and loving,
with the people, weeping at the
weeping at the injustice.
wherever it is, we know
injustice. God’s heart is angered
our purpose. I get a
and distraught by the way us humans can
deeper sense of God’s vastness and the
turn our backs, or claim ignorance. How do I
world’s need for God. I find it easier to be
live when 190 million children under five are
real and vulnerable. I know suffering more
chronically malnourished? When 3 billion
deeply but am able to appreciate freedom
people live on less than $2 a day? When
and joy more fully.
there are approximately 25 million refugees
That’s when I listen and hear God, laughing
in the world right now? When approximately
at God’s creativity in the cultures of the
100,000 in my own country are homeless
world, delighting in the beauty of each
each
night?
person, and working within every
How do I live
peoples in the world, whether they
with injustice in
recognise it or not.
such a broken
world? I don’t
Kim Hampel (pictured left) lives in
think I’ll ever
Adelaide and is currently taking a year
find a complete
off from uni.
answer to that
Photographs: Kim Hampel & Liesl Cosh

.
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SOURCES OF LIFE IN MEDITATION AND MEETING
EETING FOR WORSHIP
Over the last ten years or so the practice of
Quakers recognised that Christ is an Inner
inner silence and stillness has become
Teacher and He could speak to them
more and more significant to my sense of
without mediation. The aim of Meeting for
spirituality. However, the seeds go back
Worship as I see it is to partake of the
further than this decade. My mother
‘Bread of Life’. I see a connection here with
introduced my
the notion of the Cosmic Christ who is
brother and I to To meditate or simply be still in
present in every atom of the universe
meditation as
and therefore continually available. I
silence allows me to become
children and I
have found that this Bread is present
aware of the Source of Life
still have quite
in silence through reflection on the
within
me
and
around
me.
vivid
circumstances
of
my
life,
impressions of those early experiences. I
connectedness with a Greater Reality and a
remember one occasion in a suburban
sense of accompaniment, intimacy and
church in Perth when we chanted adoramus
belonging. Times of spoken ministry often
te domine (We adore you Lord Jesus Christ)
put words to experiences unspoken by other
for a time before settling into a period of
worshippers and awaken one to a deeper
meditation on a mantra or short prayer.
level of consciousness. It is about listening
Perhaps I liked the ritual of meditation with
with the ‘ear of the heart’ to use a phrase
associated pillows and blankets or had
from the Rule of St Benedict. I have
some unconscious sense that something
reflected that this ‘Bread of Life’ seems
important was happening. In any case those
more available to me in Meeting for Worship
early experiences had a lasting impact on
than in my experience of Anglican Holy
me such that at each significant point in my
Communion. However, I now feel more
journey since there has been a deepening
connected with Christianity as a whole and
commitment to this practice. To meditate or
open to opportunities for interfaith dialogue.
simply be still in silence allows me to
This is curious and a source of ongoing
become aware of the Source of Life within
reflection. To come full circle, listening to
me and around me. At times when silence is
the mantra of my meditation becomes in
most profound I know that movement and
Quaker Meeting for Worship a listening to
stillness and being and
life. This was most
The
aim
of
Meeting
for
becoming go together and
obvious to me when
there is no question of that
we
brought
our
Worship as I see it is to partake
reality. At other times of
daughter
Xanthe
to
of the ‘Bread of Life’. I see a
perhaps
less
profundity
Meeting for the first
connection here with the
the
meditation can be a frustrating
time last September.
notion
of
the
Cosmic
Christ
series of microsleeps. But no
For a time she became
matter, the journey continues
who is present in every atom of the life of the Meeting
either way.
and a source of
the universe and therefore
contemplation.
So does my experience of
continually available.
Meditation
and
meditation explain why I have
Meeting for Worship are not simply
chosen to join the Society of Friends
opportunities to settle into silence and stay
(Quakers)? Well yes - at least in part. In my
there disconnected from reality but have the
view Quakers have great affinity with the
potential to inspire an awareness of Life in
monastic and mystical strands of
all its intricate detail.
Christianity, so I find that I bring the prayer
of my personal meditation to the Quaker
Meeting for Worship. While this centres me I
am also open to further expansion. The early
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EXPOSURE: LIVING AT THE MARGINS
SCM national conference, held in Sydney in July, gave participants an opportunity to spend a
day with a marginalised community. This was followed by three days at Stanwell Tops retreat
centre reflecting on these varied exposures. Participants reflect here on their experiences of
listening to voices from the margins.
One of the images that has really stuck with
me is that of an area about 2 hectares in size,
On the first evening of the SCM conference,
just dirt and a few trees, with 3 houses left
we were asked to choose where we would like
standing in one corner. A bulldozer is moving
to go for our ‘exposure’. For reasons not well
earth and bricks in the foreground. Our ‘tour
founded I decided I would go to Minto. Maybe
guide’; a social worker from the Minto Family
I was curious to see if those stereotypes of
Centre tells us that the families living in those
people who lived ‘out west’ were true, or
houses have not yet been relocated. They look
maybe I just wanted to get the feel of a new
out on where their community used to be,
place.
every day.
I had never been to Minto before, even though
Although it seems that few are listening to the
I have lived in Sydney my whole life and
residents of Minto, they are very good at
passed through the nearby city centre of
listening to each other. While visiting Minto we
Campbelltown several times. In fact, I knew
attended a street clean-up BBQ and got the
practically nothing of Minto, which I now find
chance to meet some of the residents. The
quite extraordinary considering what I
sense of community at the BBQ was very
observed there.
strong, and something most Sydney residents
If we’re talking about listening, the people of
would
never
experience
in
their
Minto would have to be one of the least
neighbourhoods. Kids rode bikes and billylistened-to groups in Sydney. It turns out that
carts along the street while the adults talked
Minto is quite an eventful place, but what
about common problems and planned for
happens there is rarely considered
future community events. The willingness to
newsworthy.
co-operate for the common good was obvious
and something I really admired. It seemed
Minto is plagued by a plethora of social and
that everyone’s priority was the well-being of
economic problems. Unemployment rates are
the community; selfish interests and motives
high and the majority of people live in public
were nowhere to be seen.
housing. Crime is an ever-present problem
associated with the poverty and helplessness
I could never describe Minto as a failure (as
experienced by many of the residents.
one housing minister once did). I could also
never describe it as an idyllic or
As
we
drove
particularly nice place to live, but it
around Minto, the
does have a sense of community
most
notable
and a group of dedicated social
feature was the
workers and volunteers that would
areas that are
be hard to find anywhere else. In
now featureless.
the face of uncertainty and social
The
state
problems
that would be enough to
government’s
have
any
politician, social worker,
remedy to the
or
activitist
disillusioned, the
‘failure’ of Minto’s
residents
of
Minto
remain strong in
Jenny adding to a conference banner.
housing estate is
their
care
of
one
another and
to get rid of it.
refuse
to
let
uncertainty
become
an obstacle
Therefore, a massive ‘redevelopment’ plan is
to
building
a
community
and
a
future
they can
underway. This plan involves demolishing the
be
proud
of.
existing housing and starting all over again.
Jenny O'Leary is currently studying
nursing in Sydney.

LISTENING IN MINTO
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LISTENING FROM NEW ZEALAND

6 weeks ago I was sitting in the departure
lounge of Christchurch Airport, with a feeling
of anticipation about what lay ahead in the
week to come. The thing that always amazes
me about conferences such as these is that
one day you are anticipating the event, and
then the next, your life has become totally
enmeshed with the lives of several other
people, who yesterday you did not know. And
so it was with the ASCM conference 2005.

of a disappointment, as we were not
permitted to speak to the people accessing
the services of the place, as we were ‘not
qualified’. It really disturbed me to think that
the culture of the 'expert', which is so
prevalent in our society, is pervading Christian
organisations. The only people permitted to
speak to the homeless people were
'counsellors'. This seemed to defeat the
purpose of our visit. After a petition had been
pulled across the room separating 'us' and
'them' we decided to leave.

From
the
We then went to Redfern to visit
moment
Cana Cafe, a community Cafe that
Anne Marie
serves as a drop in centre for
met me at
mentally ill and homeless people.
the airport,
This was a completely different
we
model to the previous one, where
descended
everyone sat down together and
the
ate and conversed. We had a
escalator to
coffee with Stipo, an old Croatian
catch
the
man, who talked about his
Annabel, Tilly & Richard sharing their experiences of
train and I
experiences as an immigrant trying
‘Loaves & Fishes’ with the group.
caught the
to make his way in Australian
unmistakable whiff of the underground, I
society.
knew this would be a great adventure.
From there we went on to Kings Cross,
Within a couple of hours I was worshipping
wandered around the streets and came
with SCMers at MCC Sydney, an experience
across The Wayside Chapel. The Chapel offers
not to be forgotten. The lasting impression it
a safe place for sex workers, runs a cafe, and
made on me was how liberating it felt to be in
refers guests on to other agencies as needed.
a church where gays and lesbians are
It also houses a simple but beautiful chapel
celebrated instead of being tolerated. The
where we sat on arrival. In the tranquillity of
singing was loud and proud, the decor was
this space I felt quite overwhelmed by
like something out of Six Feet Under, the
everything we had seen and experienced
people were welcoming and friendly, and at
during the day. Coming from a city of 300
the cup of tea afterwards in the basement,
000, people I felt quite bowled over by the
there was a real
So many thoughts crossed my mind in relation to this experience
sense of community
among the people
but the one that has stayed with me the most is the notion of
gathered there.
communication as a threat, as a site of danger. Perhaps it is this
very small, very intricate, insignificant exchange of talking and
The next morning
listening, of chatting that is at the heart of destabilising the power
Annabel, Richard and
structures and sources of oppression. Perhaps it is in this
I rose early and
dangerous exchange that the systems of alienation,
caught the train to
dehumanisation and disempowerment that we live in can be
Ashfield where we
visited the Loaves
challenged. Perhaps there is something inherently radical about
and
Fishes
just talking with the people around us – the shopkeeper, the person
restaurant, a place
on the train and especially the disempowered, those whose voices
where
homeless
are least audible. Perhaps this is the big deal about those
people gather for
designated as ‘Us’ talking with those assigned to be ‘Them’.
meals. This turned
Annabel Dulhunty, reflecting on being at ‘Loaves & Fishes’
out to be something
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level of need and the number of
people in desperate situations in
Sydney.
We spent the next 3 days
reflecting on our experiences and
sharing them with others. In the
broader sense, these days
provided an opportunity for me to
get to know some Australian
SCMers and get an idea of how the
organisation
works
in
the
Australian context.

things are going
for ASCM. It was
clear that our
two
organisations
have much in
common,
in
terms of both
the good things
and challenges
we face.
The SCM week
ended for me with a Thai meal at Darling
harbour complete with a glass of Australian
wine and a spectacular fireworks display.

SCMers on the cliffs at Stanwell Tops

I really valued the opportunity to share some
liturgical resources from home. On our last
night together we sang a New Zealand hymn
and said a prayer from the New Zealand
Prayer book. It felt amazing to be doing this
several hundred miles from home, surrounded
by gum trees and small bush frogs that sang
into the darkness. These songs and prayers
link us to other people all over the world in
faith, and can be taken on our travels and
shared, no matter where we are.
Following conference I spent a day at General
Exec meetings. I listened with interest to how

LISTENING IN REDFERN
A woman comes up to us and launches into a
conversation about ‘The Settlement’ and how
‘heads will roll’, and ‘blood will be shed’.
What's the settlement? Why are heads going
to roll? Whose blood are we talking about
here? Who is this woman and why didn't she
introduce herself? This was about the first
encounter my ‘exposure’ group had with
Redfern at the SCM
conference. It was
quite overwhelming –
we'd just met a local
Uniting
minister
named Vladimir and
before we'd had a
chance to properly
introduce ourselves
he
was
being
bombarded with this
woman's
anger,
frustration, passion.
From there we went
on to meet quite a
Bron at Stanwell Tops
range of different

I had a fantastic week that was challenging,
stimulating, engaging and rewarding. Thank
you to ASCM for being such great hosts.
I suggest we make the ASCM/SCMA
conference exchange a regular gig. I wish
ASCM all the best for the coming year.
Tilly Flood is Co National Secretary of SCM
Aotearoa

people connected to the area and I think you
could say that each encounter was just as
surprising. I've found myself thinking a lot
about one woman we met in particular (I’ll call
her Kathy, as Vladimir has in his article). She's
Aboriginal – but she said she hates being
Aboriginal; she lives with a drug addiction –
but she says she'd love to quit; she lives in
Redfern – but she hates that too; actually as I
think about all the contradictions I could
list here, I'm thinking that speaking to her
made me realise that things are never
simple. I was really moved by the way she
spoke with us and the things she told us,
but it was certainly not one of those
heart-warming
stories
of
‘honest,
authentic marginalised people – and
against all odds, how wonderful!’ you hear
sometimes. I wondered what it meant for
her to be talking to us like this; I
wondered how I could ‘be there’ for
people like Kathy. I guess I've been
thinking that I'd like to do either volunteer
or do ‘proper’ work relating with people in
similar situations, and I wonder if
someone like me could actually be a
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helpful person to relate with. It just feels so
obvious that our lives are completely different.
I've also been thinking a lot about what's
happening when people ask for money. I've
seen Kathy around other times and she often
asks for some change, and she did ask us on
the day. It feels like a lot of the time my main
concern in such an instance is to control the
situation – I'll decide how much I give, when,
to whom; maybe I'll even decide that the
person concerned can't decide for themselves
how to spend their money, so I'll buy food
instead of giving money. Is that wrong? Does it
actually help or genuinely empower the
person if I allow them to have control? If not…
then what?! Looking back, the theme of my
‘encounter’ could be a realisation of how
complicated things are. There's no simple
solution, and no simple good guys or bad
guys. As much as I love to hate the Authority
chosen by the Government to ‘fix’ Redfern, the
people we met from there were often genuine
and not wholly concerned with profit motives.
And as much as I either romanticise or
demonise Kathy, she can't be categorised like
that either. Unfortunately, perhaps, I don't
have any answers to these thoughts. It
occurred to me too that an important
question might be, ‘where is God in
all this?’ Some parts of the answer
to that seem evident: God was there
when I felt really touched by Kathy,
as if something broke in me. God
was there when Vladimir was gently
talking with all these different people
from where they were at and working
on encouraging them to be open to
others. God was there when we were

LISTENING AT AUBURN
MOSQUE

SCMers John, Clare, Bron & Rachel
at The Block, Redfern

standing on a street corner asking ourselves
difficult questions about what it all meant and
what our role was or is. I guess God was also
there when we talked with the people from
the Authority, and when Kathy had a hit before
she met with us, and when John insisted on
taking photos of us standing on the Block! At
least this was a great way to get in touch with
these kind of questions and meet some really
interesting people from
both Redfern and SCM!
Bronislava Lee is studying
arts at UNSW.

at least, who feels that the
Christian God is becoming
all too human, with
phrases such as ‘Jesus is
God and Mary is God’s
mother’ a compromise and
a confusion.

The Auburn mosque is, most visibly,
Meagan reflecting on Villawood,
a monument to faith. Turkish in
the fifth exposure trip.
architectural style, its domes and
minarets surge skyward. Inside, the domes
are adorned with bright motifs (flowers,
The men prayed on the lower floor, the women
geometric designs) and with highly involved
on the mezzanine above. They faced Mecca,
calligraphy. The prayer space is open-plan and
praying rhythmically to the chanting of the
austere. Everything speaks of God, who is One
imam. There was a certain camaraderie
and utterly simple, as affirmed by both
among the hundred or so worshippers. This
Christianity and Islam. That sense of the
was a rite of community, as well. Our group
unmixed unity of the godhead impressed me,
wondered, characteristically, why there should
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be segregation of the sexes. The answer came
that such was necessary for the effacement of
ego, or perhaps its diffusion among members
of one’s own sex. Prayer may thereby be a
true integration of self, and of self in God.
In this way our ideological commitments were
overmastered at many times. Our guides were
three passionate, articulate young people: a
qualified teacher and her law student siblings,
who were Afghan refugees. They explained
that Islam had blazed a trail in improving
education, women’s standing and animal
rights. It taught redistributive justice by almsgiving to the poor. This had, in an idealised
recreation of the past, brought about
complete equality among communities.
Life, one guide explained, is a continual doing
and undoing of offences before god and one’s
neighbour. We should so live that we may
present ourselves as innocent as a child at
our final judgement. This is the hard course of
all who ‘submit to God’, which is the meaning
of ‘Muslim’. Is this justification by works?
Certainly it is more satisfying to me than the
simple ‘accept Jesus and be saved’ brand of
Christian faithfulness. No, however we are
accounted under the law of Moses, Christians
will be judged by the law of love, which builds
up the Body of Christ, so let us join with our
Muslim brothers and sisters and refute
simplistic evangelicalism.
‘As innocent as a child’… A child communes
with God, said Jesus, and yet is, if unbaptised,
tainted with original sin
and therefore lost, says
much
Christian
tradition. Our guides
perceived a certain
cruelty in this dogmatic
position. I tried to
suggest some liberal reworking, whereby we
are born into death or
societal corruption, or
have
an
innate
tendency to sinfulness.
‘I think children are
innocent’ came the
humble rejoinder. It

was a little troubling, for those simple words
told against all my rationalisations.
After some hours I felt at home in the mosque.
Here was life, hospitality and great tolerance.
These people had been hurt by adverse media
coverage, in the same way, perhaps, as many
Christians were hurt by salacious reports of
sexual abuse by
priests. There can
be
no
simple
dissociation.
‘Suicide is a no-no
in
Islam,’
one
worried mother told
me: no heavenly
banquet
awaits
suicide
bombers.
Among
these
people, many new
to this country,
there
is
great
Chris wrestling with
vulnerability.
They
theology
are not maniacs or
sadists,
but
conscientious, spiritual people, threatened by
various forms of alienation, like all of us. Their
community life is a great blessing. We may
pray that they hold it together against market
forces that would scatter them to the winds or
against voices calling for ‘assimilation.’ When
they are nameless, faceless, entrapped by
consumption, and tyrannised by employers,
will we then call them ‘Australian?’
Chris Tyack is studying law in Brisbane.

Conference participants, from Qld, NSW, ACT, Tas, WA & New Zealand.
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Violence Against Women
Challenging Gender and Power Roles between Women and Men
I have never directly experienced what I
because she could not pay the bill. The
would describe as violence. Going to the
women in the community, with her husband,
World Student Christian Federation Intercontacted the media. In classic ‘A Current
Regional conference, ‘Violence against
Affair’ style, the women visited the hospital
women – Challenging Gender and Power
with spy cameras, and the apparently
Roles
between
widespread
illegal
Women and Men’
practice
was
(Manila, Philippines,
exposed
on
TV,
24-31 July 2005) I
making Jacqueline
felt privileged to be
the local celebrity.
from a country where
When we visited a
the sexist proverbs
woman who had
that the delegate
been
regularly
from
Myanmar
beaten by her son-inshared, such as
law, and encouraged
‘Husband is God and
to get out of the
son is Lord’ or ‘No
situation by the
Katie with children in Mandrasa
mercy to woman and
Samakana women,
cow’, would not be
they asked us what the situation was like in
publicly acceptable. However, listening to
our own country, in terms of squatter
and travelling with the women at the
communities like theirs, and domestic
conference, confirmed for me that women
violence. I told them that domestic violence
the world over face very similar problems,
was a major problem in Australia, although
largely due to the same fundamental
not so publicly condoned,1 and that
attitudes that are common across cultures
although the level of housing was in general
and societies.
more stable in Australia, there was
At every WSCF conference, the
delegates go on an ‘exposure’ to
a community nearby. We visited
the urban poor community of
Mandrasa, which was physically
the classic image of a slum. I
spent the day with local members
of Samakana, a national Filipino
organisation of women from
urban poor communities. What
struck me most during that visit
was the strength of these
women, the sense of community
and solidarity amongst them, and
the way that they went about
their work with determination
and good humour.

What struck me
most during that
visit was the
strength of these
women, the sense
of community
and solidarity
amongst them,
and the way that
they went about
their work with
determination and
good humour.
1

We met Jacqueline, who had gone to a local
hospital to give birth, and was forcibly
detained in the hospital for six months
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real poverty in parts of Australia,
particularly among the Aboriginal
population. A month earlier I had
visited a public housing estate in
the western suburbs of Sydney
during an ‘exposure’ for the ASCM
national conference. It was difficult
not to compare the levels of
poverty I saw in Australia and the
Philippines, but the women I talked
to in Mandrasa chose to see the
similarities and expressed a sense
of empathy for and solidarity with
women in other situations and
countries.

1 in 3 women in Australia have experienced
physical violence (the most comprehensive
statistics are still from the 1996 Women’s Safety
Survey done by the Australian Bureau of Statistics,
due to be repeated in 2006).
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As the conference progressed, and I listened
‘fruit-picking’ jobs may have actually been
more to the experiences and stories of
exploited for sex.
women from all over the world, I came to
The same ‘trade’ happens between Asia and
realise that women everywhere face very
Australia, with women either moving
similar problems. Women everywhere can
‘voluntarily’
from
fairly
desperate
become stuck in physically and emotionally
circumstances or tricked into moving, to a
abusive relationships. Using a broader
rich country where they hope for a better
definition of ‘violence’ against women,
life. The Australian Crime Commission has a
delegates from India, Myanmar, Denmark,
dedicated task force to investigate sex
Colombia and South Africa all spoke
trafficking, which is estimated to be
I came to
of how women were expected to
the second most profitable crime n
work (whether in an office, the family
realise that
the world, behind drug trafficking. It
business, or in the fields) and to be
is estimated around 300 women are
women
responsible for the ‘proper’ (moral,
trafficked into Australia every year.3
everywhere
emotional and physical) care of the
Even Tamuafa from the Pacific
face very
family. This is also true in Australia,
Theological
College
told
how
similar
where although women now have
women’s groups had started
increased opportunities to enter the
campaigning to raise awareness in
problems.
workforce, they continue to be
Fiji, as they predicted that it was only
responsible for the majority of housework
a matter of time before the practice spreads
and are seen as primary carers for their
to the Pacific. Although sex trafficking was
children.2
not a matter for discussion in any of the
formal sessions, the topic came up so much
Another issue that touched or threatened to
in conversations between delegates that it
touch all of our communities was the
trafficking of women for sex. Although it
spurred in us a commitment to address the
occurs in so many of our countries, it is so
issue in our own communities.
hidden at both ‘ends’
This
conference
of the process that we
reaffirmed
the
rarely see or discuss it.
importance that the
We watched ‘Lilya 4WSCF has always placed
ever’, a film jointly
on women’s equal right
produced in Russia
to dignity, respect and
and
Sweden
that
opportunity. It is too
portrayed the story of
easy to think that in the
an Eastern European
developed
world
girl tricked into coming
violence against women,
to Sweden. Hanna
in all its many forms,
from WSCF Europe
does not exist. At the
Mandrasa street scene
told how when the film
same time that we must
was shown at a regional conference there
acknowledge that the problems facing
that some of the Eastern European
women are to some extent universal, we can
delegates realised that their friends who
celebrate the global nature of our SCM
had moved to the West for ‘waitressing’ or
community of women and men committed
to (in the words of the Burmese SCM
Solidarity Song) ‘a new just world’.
Katie Weir is studying law at ANU
2

While 60.4% of Australian women with
dependent children are employed, on average,
women spend 5 hours/day in unpaid work, about
twice the time men do (Striking the Balance:
women, men, work and family, HREOC, 2005,
p.24).

3

‘Crime Commission acts on sex slavery’, Sydney
Morning Herald, 11 August 2005.
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Live 8, G8 … what happened?
An estimated two billion viewers watched
the series of Live 8 concerts around the
world in the lead-up to the July G8 meeting
in Scotland, but bombs in London at the
beginning of the meetings diverted the
world’s attention and the outcomes of the
meeting were no longer headline news.
On the major issue of debt cancellation,
announcements made before the meetings
were confirmed. Eighteen of the world’s
poorest nations had their debt completely
cancelled, having met the requirements of
the Highly Indebted Poor Countries Scheme
(HIPC).
These
requirements
include
economic and political planning to reduce
poverty and combat corruption. The dollar
value of this cancellation is approximately
US $40 billion.
A further twenty HIPC countries may be
eligible for complete debt cancellation.
While some are unlikely to do so, nine are
close to meeting the requirements. Further
action is required to address huge debts
remaining in many poor countries, especially
those that are not included in the HIPC
process (including PNG, Philippines &
Indonesia).
In addition to moves to cancel debt, a
number of countries made announcements
of increased overseas aid, linked to the G8
debt decisions. Fifteen EU nations
announced they would increase aid to
0.56% of GNI by 2010, and 0.7% by 2015.
The 2010 goal is the level required to meet
the Millennium Development Goals. The
USA announced it would double its aid to
Sub Saharan Africa by 2010, including
programs to combat malaria and educate
girls. Japan announced an aid increase of
US $10 billion by 2010, more than double
its current levels.
On the vital issue of Trade Reform, G8
took only tentative steps. It is hoped that
the WTO meeting in Hong Kong in
December may make further progress in
addressing issues of tariffs and subsidies
that stifle poor nations’ export capacities.
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A pledge was also made to achieve
universal access to HIV/AIDS treatment by
2010.
The UN is holding a special conference on
the Millennium Development Goals in
September. Australia is now one of only a
few of the 22 OECD countries that have not
made a substantial aid commitment
towards
meeting
the
Millennium
Development Goals. Current Australian aid
is approximately 0.28% of GNI.
For more information, or to get involved in
campaigns to address global poverty
through more and better aid, fairer trade
and debt relief, visit the website
(www.makepovertyhistory.com.au) for Make
Poverty History or, for a Christian
perspective on the campaign, the
associated Micah Challenge website at
www.micahchallenge.org.au. Over 150 000
Australians have now supported the
campaigns by purchasing ‘Make Poverty
History’ wristbands.
Finally, one piece of good news for Fair
Trade: Coles Supermarkets are now
stocking Fair
Trade
teabags,
and
teabags
Woolworths have announced they will follow
soon. For a wider range of Fair Trade
products, your local OXFAM/ Community Aid
Abroad shop is still your best option.
Information compiled from a report by
Amanda Jackson, National Coordinator,
Micah Challenge Australia, 28 July 2005,&
OXFAM Australia
Activist
Newsletter,
August 2005.
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REVIEWS
What sources of information or inspiration do we listen to? ‘Reviews’ this issue takes a look at
some of the periodicals SCMers are reading and how useful they are for informing our stories.

New Internationalist addresses politics and
current affairs with a focus on the majority
world. Its main emphasis is on social justice
and the struggles of people against
oppression, from a strongly left position. I've
subscribed for about twenty years. In recent
years NI has taken a very strong stance
against globalisation, which is really a flowon from earlier concerns about the militaryindustrial complex. It provides a good
counter-balance to the mainstream media,
which upholds the status quo and
discourages people from taking action. NI
encourages all its readers to take action.
Its weakness lies in the negativity with which
it describes the world. There are times when
it would be more empowering to be given
more messages of hope.
Reviewed by Fiona Wallace, Melbourne

NI’s tagline is ‘The people, the ideas, the
action in the fight for global justice’. Each
issue has a different theme (some recent
themes have been: Non-Violence, Free

Arena calls itself ‘The Australian magazine
of left political, social and cultural
commentary’ and it is fairly successful at
covering those bases, but its main emphasis
is political, and so it talks about social and
cultural issues from a political standpoint. I
haven't read many ‘left’ journals like this, so
just reading stuff that takes activism
seriously is almost a relief. It also covers
international issues that I don't get to read
about in the daily newspapers, like the
pharmaceutical industry in India, the World
Social Forum, or what's happening in
Venezuela. Arena also has in-depth
discussion of fascinating questions, and

Trade, Migrant Workers, Street Children, the
Ecosystem). In short, the things everyone
would be thinking about if we weren't so
cocooned in our comfortable existence.
I like NI because, well, we all need
something that deals with issues that are
normally ignored or distorted in the
mainstream media. I find it a good and
necessary antidote to the news and current
affairs I get over television and newspapers.
Its weaknesses is that it is somewhat
unbalanced, but I think justifiably so. After
all, its audience lives mainly in the minority
world, where it is not too hard to pretend
that nothing much is wrong in the world.
NI is a glossy magazine, printed with soybased inks on 70% recycled sugar cane
fibre. There are editorial offices UK, US and
Australia, and the editors are an
international bunch too. It is produced every
month, except the January and February
issues are combined, and costs $7.40
retail. Annual subscriptions are: $78
individual,
$39
unwaged,
$95.40
institution.
Reviewed by Jason Koh, Sydney.

seems to me very genuine about it. For
example, in the April-May edition they have
an article titled, ‘In defence of social capital’
as well as one subtitled, ‘social capital as a
middle-class custom’. However, the articles
can be pretty dense. I find that if I'm not
familiar with whatever they might be arguing
against, then the discussion tends to go
over my head. For example, the articles I
just mentioned about social capital meant
nothing to me when I first read them, but
now that I've studied the concept of social
capital a bit at uni I can understand why
there would be so much debate about it. So
it seems that Arena is more aimed at
veterans of political debate, and of the left,
rather than relative newcomers like me. I
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don't know who produces it, but I gather
that in the past they had some kind of
association with the Fabian society, which I
gather has some kind of association with
the labour movement. As a result they talk a
fair bit about socialism and the ‘workers’,

The journal’s main emphasis is current
events with an Australian perspective.
Issues are often captured from a very
different Australian perspective, though, like
the guy in the Centrelink queue.
I like it because it appears to have less bias
about the issues it reports than other news I
find on TV, in newspapers and on the net.
You get more facts and other points of view
than what I meet in my mainstream life. It
has reports on current issues, quotes of the
week, gossip bits (I love the new mum
column), a cross word I have never been
able to do and lots of other little bits like
music reviews and info on new art
exhibitions. I also really like it because I
know who I’m giving the $2 profit to: the guy
standing in front of me.

Choice is the monthly journal of the
Australian Consumers Association (ACA),
and costs $14.95 a quarter. Before you get
anxious and wonder what this has to with
faith and justice, a few comments: The
consumer protection movement began in
the US in the 1950s or 1960s. It was a
reaction to rampant and unchecked
capitalism and came with a premise that
manufacturers should be
producing
products that are safe for consumers (ie
people) to use. ACA is part of this tradition
and believes in the power of the choices
made by people to change the way business
operates. The ACA is independent of
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but I don't feel that they simplify issues or
force everything into that framework. Arena
is produced in Melbourne, it comes out
every couple of months and costs $6.60 in
a glossy magazine format!
Reviewed by Bronislava Lee, Sydney

The aspect I’m cautious about is that I’m
always worried that I’m just swapping one
form of biased propaganda for another.
Who’s to say the Japanese aren’t using the
whales they kill to expand sciences
understanding of these creatures and
ultimately save them rather than just for a
yummy snack food??
Big Issue is produced by The Big Issue
Australia, an independent group that
collects the articles, produces the magazine
and organises the vendors to sell it. I think
they are also more generally involved with
advocating assistance for the marginalised
of society, like the homeless and mentally
unhealthy.
Big Issue comes out fortnightly. It costs $4
per issue for a non-glossy colour magazine.
Reviewed by Bronwyn Crowe, Perth

government and business, so is one of the
few choices for information about products
that is not coloured by the manufacturer's
perspective.
There is a website as well as a magazine.
The main focus is on reviews of consumer
goods (eg washing machines, mobile
phones, DVD players) but it also discusses
wider issues such as excessive bank fees
and food additives. I enjoy the fact that the
journal is apolitical and thus is accessible to
everyone living in Australia. There is no need
to sign up to a particular ideology. At the
same time, the awareness and education
provided by the journal gives a point of
resistance to a culture of mindless
consumption.
Reviewed by Fiona Wallace, Melbourne
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Sojourners is a monthly glossy mag
produced in Washington DC. The website
describes it as ‘A Christian commentary on
faith, politics and culture’, which sums it up
pretty well. My faith and political/cultural
engagement has been shaped and
supported by Sojourners since I was a
teenager, although the magazine itself goes
back even further (30 years, I think).
I really appreciate the strong biblical and
theological perspectives (generally from the
progressive side of evangelical Christianity,
but with diverse authors and interviewees
including progressive Catholics and Jews, to
name a few). The political analysis is sharp
and the biblical/theological analysis
(including a handy set of reflections on the
lectionary readings as well as thematic
feature articles) is superb. The cultural stuff
includes pop culture as well as broader
social and cultural issues (eg. this month
features Emily Saliers of Indigo Girls talking
about music and spirituality with her dad).

This newspaper's main emphasis seems to
be ‘local’ (generally national) news, but with
a fair bit of international news and a
penchant for special sections on health,
housing, etc. SMH's main strength is
probably that it's not The Australian and it's
not a tabloid. It also comes out daily, is easy
to find in most of NSW and even further a
field, and can be useful for getting some
idea of what are generally considered the
‘issues’ of the day. On the other hand, I feel
SMH has a few weaknesses. Its
international section is often rather sparse,
with many stories that I would consider
important relegated to a small paragraph in
one column. I remember earlier this year
when a South American country's ruler was
overthrown it only scored a one-paragraph
mention (and look, I can't remember the
details and it's clearly the Herald's fault for
not being detailed enough!). In addition I

The main downside for me is the frequent
focus on US domestic politics, which is
interesting but less directly relevant to me.
Also, the mantra ‘neither Republican nor
Democrat, neither right nor left’ can get
irritating (though its strategic value is
attested by the success of their current
appeal to ‘middle America’ to broaden its
notion of what counts as ‘moral values’ to
include peace & justice issues).
Sojourners is produced by a team of paid
and volunteer staff, who are part of the
broader Sojourners community, which has
members & friends throughout the USA and
internationally. See www.sojo.net for more
info and to get involved.
Subscriptions are US$60, not cheap for a
student but highly recommended. The
website has feature articles and more. Also,
I have heaps of back copies that never
seem to get reused, so feel free to ask me
for one! [via the JG editor, if you don’t
personally know Shawn – ed]
Reviewed by Shawn Whelan, Melbourne

often find myself objecting to the bias
evident in its reports, particularly of the
Palestine/Israel situation but also the way
that it typically assumes that a story has
only two sides. Basically, this paper follows
pretty standard definitions of ‘news’, which I
find frustrating. Often a story, particularly an
international one, is presented without
much background so you get the impression
that these crazy people overseas are always
doing crazy things that we sensible
Australians would never think of doing. SMH
is also overflowing with advertising and has
way too many special ‘sections’ that are of
no interest to me.
Sydney Morning Herald is produced by the
Fairfax group. I guess it is produced in
Sydney, and it comes out every day except
Sunday when its evil sibling the tabloid SunHerald comes out instead. It costs about
$1.20 during the week and I think $2.20 on
Saturdays, and it is a broadsheet paper.
Reviewed by Bronislava Lee, Sydney
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What the Bleep do we know?
Written & directed by William Arntz, Betsy
Chasse, Mark Vicente
Reviewed by David Pearson & Roland Marsden

This is an eclectic work that touts itself as a
new genre of film. It’s a sort of
‘mocumentary’ or hybrid doco, comedydrama and SFX feature that explores
scientific, philosophical and religious tropes
such as the nature of the universe and
creation, what are emotions and
how do they relate to addiction,
are energy and matter the same
thing, is the past distinct from
the future, and who/what is
God?
The film avoids dogma, even if
some
of
the
expert
commentators make what
appear to be bald assertions
at times. It raises many
questions and areas of
inquiry, but we would like to
focus on just three for this
review.
Firstly, and in keeping with the theme of this
edition of JG, we would like to explore the
choice of protagonist. Amanda is a deaf
woman whose world starts to unravel as she
is exposed to seeing things from a different
perspective. Without giving away what little
there is by way of plot (not much, but it is
interwoven with interviews and special
effects to form an intriguing whole), Amanda
finds herself questioning many of her basic
assumptions about who she is and how the
world around her is constructed. For
example, she is exposed to the idea that the
phenomena she sees in the world are
brought into being at least in part by her
choices. The basketball she views is in the
place she views it because she narrows and
defines the scope of her attention to one
place at one time. The choice of a deaf hero
could be an attempt by the filmmakers to
dramatize this aspect of the nature of
perception. Because Amanda cannot hear,
does that mean there is no noise? What is
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noise to Amanda? Is it more or less real
than to a hearing person? Theorists posit
that if humans do not acquire language
skills by around the age of 12, they will
never be able to learn a language. Other
research shows that kittens blindfolded till 4
weeks of age can never learn to see, even
though their eyes work perfectly in a
physiological sense; their brains simply do
not know what sense to make of visual
stimuli. Perhaps Amanda reminds us that
we are all in some metaphorical way deaf,
or blind, or deprived of one or
more perceptual senses if we
live
our
lives
without
questioning
our
basic
assumptions as she does
throughout the film.
The second area of interest is
the direction of time. The film
questions the concept that the
past lies ‘behind’ us and is
knowable and unalterable, and
the future is in front of us and
we can control it, although we
cannot know it. This speculation
is suggested by some of the
counter-intuitive
findings
of
quantum physics, in which the notion of
linear time is subverted. This reversal of
normal expectations reminds me of an
ancient world-view revealed to a group of us
at a WA SCM retreat held recently in
Toodyay. A convenor led us through a
workshop on The Lord’s Prayer in Aramaic,
and one of the concepts she spoke of was
that in the Middle Eastern mindset, the
ancient concept of time is reversed: the past
lies ahead of us in the form of the caravan
of the ancestors stretching out in front of us
and leading us into the future, which lies
‘behind’ us. It takes a while to get your head
around that one, but it is an interesting
parallel with the film! This differential
ordering of past and present is inherently
uncomfortable for us because it robs us of
the notion of control and certainty, or of
basic logic. We know the past because we
have a record of it, and although we don’t
know the future, we think we can control or
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influence it. This order allows us to
construct cause and effect. But being able
to think outside of this control mindset has
important benefits for us in terms of
creativity, forgiveness and renewal.
Thirdly, and finally, the film suggests that we
can never ‘touch’ anything, in the way we
normally think, because a field of electrons
repels the bundle of energy that all matter is
made up of, thus ensuring that ‘objects’
maintain their integrity as separate energy
fields, and do not simply blend into one. This
might seem basic science to some people,
and a mind-numbing concept to others, but
we think the real point of interest, like much
of this film, is not the mini science lesson it
provides, but the implications for the nature
of consciousness. My approach is
something like this: if even in the so-called
solid, material world of matter we cannot
touch each other or anything outside
ourselves, and if indeed our very selves are
constructed not of matter, but of energy
which is really a bundle of information, or an
idea, then is the notion of consciousness
therefore much more important than we
thought? When materialists started telling
us what was real was only what existed as
matter, were we being deprived of our sense
of
touch
through
consciousness?
Consciousness suddenly makes as much
sense as connective tissue or cartilage or

bone, when all of these things are actually
conglomerates of energy rather than solid
matter. When even the individual cells in our
bodies are micro units of consciousness
because they respond to emotions and the
peptides our brains produce, the notion of
separating body from soul, mind from brain,
and consciousness from body, seems
distortionary.
The film thankfully avoids a neat, apple pie
conclusion all wrapped up in a bow. It raises
as many questions as it answers, and
juxtaposes both diametrically opposed views
from its ‘Greek chorus’ of scientific and
philosophical experts, and (even more
shockingly), viewpoints just slightly variant
from each other. God, we are told by an Irish
theologian, is not a cosmic arbiter of right
and wrong. God, we are told by a new-age
thinker, is each one of us. God, we are told,
is too vast to be contained in the boxes we
have created called religion. The film is
simultaneously
theo-affirming,
and
blasphemous in its daring assertions. Or so
it would seem, from the couple who walked
out once the film moved on to religion in its
style of relentless, cheeky inquiry and
openness. Perhaps that couple already
know it all…? But what the bleep do they
know??
What the Bleep will be released on DVD in October.

Mind the Gap
Dawn
Morning
Watched from the aeroplane window
Blast rips through the tube train window
Serene
Mangled
Perfect above the clouds
Cruel in the underground
Dark-smothered
Sun-kissed
Hope choked
Thinking of you
Dying
Smiling
Returning, abrupt, to the worn out rhetoric
Heading for old friends
Numbers
Memories
War talk
Stories
Tears
Laughter
Victims staggering in front of cameras
Long walks and coffee
Horror in their eyes
Delight in their baby
Bleeding
Chubby
Fearful
Innocent
Exhausted
Hopeful
Clare Schulz
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GOD UNDER HOWARD: A RESPONSE TO ROBERT TULIP
JG’s warm and thoughtful review by my old
friend Robert Tulip of my book, God Under
Howard, brings to mind the things I loved
most about my active time in SCM: shared
commitment to a fairer world,
appreciation of the theological
traditions that underpin our
common goals and inform our
debates, and an atmosphere in
which ideas can be discussed and
opinions worked through in an
atmosphere of respect and trust.
The only thing missing was port
and chocolate.
Back when we used to have such
conversations face to face at SCM,
I seem to remember Robert as the
hard line left-winger and myself the
moderate. Now we seem to have swapped
roles, with Robert worried about my book’s
‘absence of economic analysis, with left
wing perspectives simply assumed to be
true’. He’s right about the first point: the
book isn’t about economic analysis. I do
have a three-chapter section on the market,
but my concern is to tease out the
theological implications of a view that
makes capitalism the organising principle
for questions that are essentially moral, not
to debate which economic systems are
more productive than others.
Robert shows why the left should not fall
into the mistake of dismissing the
proponents of neo-liberal economics as
lacking in compassion, as sometimes
happens. He argues, with passion and
obvious conviction, that capitalist systems
are the best at alleviating poverty.
‘Prosperity theology’, Robert tells us,
embodies the ‘Matthew Principle’ that
‘those who have will receive more and will
have abundance, but those with nothing will
lose the little they have’.
That saying of Jesus is famous because it is
so perplexing. It stands out from his
numerous other sayings about camels and
needles’ eyes, lilies of the field, birds of the
air and the blessedness of the poor. To take
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it as the basis of his mission and discard the
weight of other teaching, not to mention the
mass of Hebrew Scripture’s exhortations to
consider the plight of the poor, seems
perverse.
Such a selective reading could be
suspected of ‘proof texting’, that
is, finding a verse, any verse, that
supports a position one has
already decided on. SCMers, of
course, know better, and Robert
does not fall into the proof-texting
trap. Instead, he maintains that
the Matthew Principle underpins a
capitalist economic system that
really is best for the poor because
greater wealth creation ultimately
benefits everyone.
That is one widely-held position, but it is not
the only possible stance. For example, I’d be
interested to hear Robert’s views on the
recent Christian Aid report The Economics of
Failure: The Real Cost of ‘Free’ Trade. The
report uses economic modelling based on
World Bank, IMF and UN data to
demonstrate that free trade has cost
Africa’s poor billions of US dollars. The
report concluded that:
Whole countries would be much
richer today if they had not been
forced to open their markets. In the
past 20 years, trade liberalisation
has cost Africa the same amount as
it received in aid. The amount that
Africa has lost could have wiped out
Africa’s debt and sent every child in
Africa and the rest of the world to
school and vaccinated every baby on
the continent’.
Closer to home, I now live in New Zealand,
where the market-oriented economic
reforms of the Rogernomics era are
remembered for the high unemployment
and massive social dislocation which they
brought. They are now so comprehensively
discredited that Prime Minister Helen Clark,
asked to explain why her party had to
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endure so long out of office, replied, ‘We
perspective Robert promotes. Indeed, Helen
weren’t left enough’. In the election
Clark’s comment above suggests that the
campaign raging as I write, National, led by
ALP’s failure to engage in such critique
former Reserve Bank governor and textbook
explains its continued unelectability.
dry Don Brash (a former SCMer, by the way,
Robert proposes that ‘the challenge is not to
whose biography charts
defeat
the
a similar conversion to
The Howard government’s particular take
Liberals
and
neo-liberalism as Robert
install a Labor
on both economic and social issues …
has described), has to
government, but
reflects a particular theological worldview
fight widespread public
to enter into real
suspicion
that
its
developed by the American
American religious right.
dialogue
with
election
would
conservatism
inaugurate another round of privatisation.
and seek to change it’. It wasn’t clear to me
The depressing result is that National’s only
which aspects of conservatism Robert wants
flashes of opinion poll light have occurred
to change, but his remarks early in the piece
when Brash emulates Howardesque coded
suggest he has the Howard government’s
appeals to racism.
treatment of Indigenous peoples and
Perhaps the debate about how best to
balance growth and equality will not be
resolved in the pages of JG, and it certainly
will not be resolved by me. (I am reminded
of a press conference by the late lamented
David Lange, which he began, ‘I am not an
economist—I am proud to say that I am not
an economist’.) However, I can say a couple
of things about how Robert’s view of
economic orthodoxies
I don’t see in the
affects his reading of
God Under Howard.
Labor party any

critique of
According to Robert, the
book assumes ‘left wing
capitalism or
perspectives’.
Robert
eschewal of
does not spell out what
commitment to
these
left
wing
wealth creation.
perspectives are, but
seems to take them to
mean a critique of capitalism and
commitment to equality over wealth
creation. The book, he says, reads ‘as an
effort to align Christianity with left wing
politics and the election of a Labor
government’. I find this perplexing, since I
don’t see in the Labor party any critique of
capitalism or eschewal of commitment to
wealth creation. Whether we are talking
about Mark Latham’s ‘ladder of opportunity’
or Bob Carr’s endorsement of the ‘prosperity
gospel’ at this year’s Hillsong conference, it
is hard to see how electing a Labor
government
would
undermine
the

asylum seekers in mind. It is certainly
possible to be economically right-wing
(‘conservative’ hardly seems the term for an
approach that, for example, is presently
trying to overturn Australia’s century-old
industrial relations system) and not hammer
Indigenous peoples’ rights or lock asylum
seekers away in the desert.
But the bigger issue of seeking to change
the right through dialogue rather than
defeat seems to me to imply a remarkably
conflict-free view of the political process.
I’m all for dialogue, but at the end of the
day why would it persuade the right to give
greater attention to some interests (say,
workers’) when its purpose for being in
power is to advance other interests (such
as employers’)? What I try to show in God
Under Howard is that the Howard
government’s particular take on both
economic and social issues looks
contradictory at first (why would we need
less regulation in the workplace, but more in
the bedroom?), but appears more
consistent when we recognize that it reflects
a particular theological worldview developed
by the American religious right. Sure, it had
to
be
secularised
for
Australian
consumption,
but
the
underlying
assumption, that God rewards the righteous
(thrifty, hard-working, sexually restrained
and heterosexual) still carries the reassuring
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Unlike Robert, I do not think that the
Howard government’s espousal of social
conservatism is an incidental add-on to its
I am also sceptical about Robert’s
economic agenda, although I agree that
explanation for why churchgoers tend to
some neo-liberals do not
vote for the conservative
espouse social conservatism.
I
do
not
think
that
the
parties
while
holding
For the Howard Liberals, social
Howard government’s
progressive views on many
conservatism (short hand for
issues. Robert proposes that
espousal of social
right wing positions on sex,
‘the reason … is a basic sense
conservatism is an
family and race issues) conveys
that the conservative parties,
the impression of policy that
incidental
addon
to
its
add
despite their faults, hypocrisy
has
its basis not in economic
economic agenda
and prejudices, represent the
self-interest but in abstract and
most productive sectors of
often religiously-inflected values. Like
society and are more competent and sound
Howard’s references to his Methodist
in economic and social policy than the ALP’.
childhood, his social conservatism helps
I cannot see why churchgoers would think
portray him as a conviction politician
that at higher rates than nominal Christians
pursuing principle, rather than a friend of
or those who claim no religion. A more
the wealthy.
convincing explanation is that the parties of
Speaking of dialogue, I’d be very interested
the right tend, like regular churchgoers, to
to continue the conversation. I’ll lay in a
take a more conservative line than the
supply of port and chocolate.
general population on bioethical and sexual
issues like abortion, euthanasia, IVF, divorce
Marion Maddox was active in Sydney Uni
and same-sex marriage, which are largely
SCM 1983-88, NSW staffworker in 1986-7,
invisible in the day-to-day stuff of party
and national staff worker in 1988. God
politics, but loom large in some voters’
Under Howard: The rise of the religious right
concerns. (Or at least, conservative parties
in Australian politics was published by Allen
project a more conservative image, since in
& Unwin in February 2005.
real life such issues tend to attract a free
To continue the conversation, contact
vote). Particularly when those matters are
Marion at Marion.Maddox.at.vuw.ac.nz or
receiving a lot of public attention and are
write to JG and have your say in print.
prominently discussed in churches, one
could argue that churchgoers are likely to be
If you missed Robert’s review of God Under
moved by principle to place such issues
Howard in Winter JG, check it out online at
ahead of other social justice questions, and
www.ascm.org.au
even their own economic interests, when
deciding how to vote.
corollary that those who are not prospering
have only themselves to blame.

NEWS FROM THE MOVEMENT
From Branches:

Queensland continues with a program of
discussions and speakers, on and off
campus. The branch has plans to promote
SCM with graduating year twelves. In WA,
Clare Schulz has been appointed as the new
staff worker, and will take up the position in
the new year. Clare will be studying theology
at Murdoch Uni, and yes, will continue to
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edit JG. Mark Beresford, staff worker for the
ACT, is taking leave from his SCM position
during second semester to have more time
with baby Jordan James,
James born 29 June. The
ANU branch is continuing with lunch-time
meetings on campus. They have been
excited to have a number of new people
coming along to SCM events this year. There
are currently no formal SCM gatherings in
Victoria, although SCMers continue to
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meet informally. Sadly, the Queensberry St
houses that had been home to SCMers
since 1996 were not made available to the
SCM community again after they were
renovated earlier in the year. NSW has no
formal gatherings, but a strong young
friends network meets informally with
students. A number of the participants at
SCM national conference in Sydney were
locals with no previous contact with
SCM.
From the Region:
Rev. Shin Seung Min has completed his
term as Asia-Pacific Regional Secretary
of the WSCF. Necta Montes Rocas began
work in the Hong Kong office in June as the
incoming AP Regional Secretary. Necta has
worked in several national and international
ecumenical organisations in the last fifteen
years, and has maintained strong working
relationships with other secular movements,
such as the women’s movement and other
social justice groups.
From students & friends:
Kerensa McElroy (VIC) represented ASCM at
the national gathering of SCM Aotearoa/

New Zealand in June/ July, as part of an
exchange that also saw Tilly Flood from NZ
attend ASCM national conference (see
p.18). Sarah Mills (WA) has been selected to
attend the WSCF (Asia-Pacific)’s School for
Ecumenical Leadership Program (SELF) in
India in September. John Biswas (NSW,
formerly SCM Bangladesh) has accepted a
one-year position working
for
British
SCM
in
Birmingham. He and Edwina
Hunter are expecting their
first child in September – in
the UK. Erik Roger Francis
(left) was born 24 August,
expanding the family of
Anna and Andrew Francis
Francis.
is Tiffany Winn (SA)
recently
completed
her
PhD
–
congratulations Tiffany! Nick Gill (UK,
formerly WA SCM) has also recently
completed his PhD at Cambridge.
We record the deaths of ASCM friends Sir
Ronald Wilson and Dr Lena Drake.
Drake We join
with SCM Friends in giving thanks for their
lives, particularly for their contributions to
the SCM. The Movement extends its
sympathy to their friends and families.

A huge Thank YOU to John Brown (Canberra), who is stepping down from the role of
database coordinator for ASCM after many years holding the records together – including the
mailing details for JG. John has put in a huge and very valuable behind-the scenes effort. The
role will be handed over to Chris Jeffreys (Qld) in the coming months. Upon reading his
application for the position at General Exec meetings, the gathered delegates promptly
dubbed him ‘Professional Web Dude’. Welcome Chris.
Lena Drake (nee Thomas) was born in
Williamtown, Vic, in 1913, and raised in a
Methodist clergy family. After schooling at
Preshill and Methodist Ladies College, Lena
entered Melbourne University Medical
School in 1932, one of a small number of
female students at the time. After her
studies Lena worked at Queen Victoria,
Royal Children’s and Broken Hill hospitals
before returning to Melbourne University to
teach pathology.
In 1944 Lena married John Drake, and
spent a number of years devoted primarily

to raising their two daughters. In 1952,
Lena returned to the university part-time.
She developed a cross-disciplinary course in
social biology, work she had begun prior to
her marriage. This course was unique in
Australia.
Throughout her life, Lena was involved in
many voluntary and community initiatives.
She supported young musicians through the
Caulfield branch of the Musical Society of
Victoria. When Western Port Bay was
threatened with industrial development, she
became heavily involved in action to save
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the area, undertaking ecological studies
that reached into the field of urban social
ecology to assist activists in their ultimately
successful campaign to protect the delicate
ecology of the area. At other times she
travelled through Africa, India and Brazil
meeting WHO specialists in nutrition policy
and practice.

Lena lived a full life until the day of her
death on 7 May 2005 at the age of 92. She
is remembered as enjoying life and the
company of others, taking particular joy in
small children, being compassionate, a
skilled and careful listener, a keen mind,
enthusiastic about music and the arts, and
devoted to justice.

Following Lena’s ‘retirement’ she retrained
to enable her to work as a GP, and even
took up a locum medical directorship at an
outer suburban hospital.

Based on an obituary in The Age, Monday 1
August 2005, compiled by Delys Sargeant
and Peter Hollingworth. .

Sir Ronald Wilson (23 August 1922 - 15 July
2005).

from the Commission’s probing, Bringing
Them Home, may well be seen in posterity
as one of the most important Australian
social documents, impacting as an
educational document
and.
in its
contribution to reform of opinion.

It was perhaps appropriate that the news of
the death of Ron Wilson was received during
a meeting of the General Executive of the
ASCM, where a phone call from Perth
informed us of the passing of someone with
long links to the ASCM.
Ron Wilson was born in Geraldton, WA. He
graduated from law at UWA in 1949. The
following year he married Leila Smith, with
whom he went on to have five children. In
1951, he was admitted as a barrister and
solicitor. Ron’s professional life stands as
an example of how personal conviction can
be translated into action. In a long legal
career, Ron was a leading counsel in Perth,
Crown Prosecutor from 1959 before moving
to the highest legal position in the state as
WA’s Solicitor General, from 1969 to 1979.
Subsequently he served for ten years as a
Justice of Australia’s High Court. In these
roles he was an influential model, but
perhaps it was his last major contribution to
Australian justice that will be his greatest
legacy and the thing that will place him
firmly in the history of this nation.
From 1990 to 1997, Ron served as Human
Rights
and
Equal
Opportunities
Commissioner. The Royal Commission
charged with investigating the situation of
the forced removal of Aboriginal children
from their families as a means to
assimilating them into mainstream society
was placed under Ron’s joint chairmanship
with Mick Dodson The report that resulted
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Underlying Ron’s professional achievements
was his unswerving faith in God. The
message of the Gospel was a clear
prescription for living a life that helped his
fellow humans. Ron often found himself
operating at the highest levels within faith
communities also. Knowing him, I believe
this was due to his inner qualities rather
than ambition. He was also the first lay
President of the Uniting Church, from 1988
to 1991, bringing his careful consideration
to this role in the same way as he
deliberated his legal briefs, with the purpose
of allowing people to live as God intended,
in God’s image.
Ron typified the sorts of values and
concerns that are so fundamental to the
ASCM – faith in God, commitment to social
justice, tolerance – as well as personal
qualities of kindness, humility, friendliness,
and loyalty. His generosity, energy and good
humour will be sadly missed. His
involvement in, and contribution to the
ASCM over so many years is hugely
appreciated by all of us, both from earlier
generations and the present. He was truly
what is meant when people speak of a fine
Christian gentleman.
Roger Horton, WA SCM Area Council Chair
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FROM THE EDITOR
At a retreat I attended earlier in the year we
were encouraged to regularly ‘check in’ with
the different voices within us. Exactly how
we chose to identify ‘different voices’ was
left open, but the suggestion that I followed
was to check in with voices of head, heart
and body. It surprised me how often when I
did this simple exercise I discovered that I
had only been listening to one voice within
me. Especially when I had been frustrated or
felt I was at a dead end, I would check in
with the three voices and find another whole
angle on my present moment that I had just
not been paying attention to.
The question before me then becomes:
when do I trust those inner voices? Among
the different threads of thought within me at
any moment there are a chorus of voices
that are not helpful, holistic or healthy. My
spiritual director on the retreat weekend
named these ‘the noisy voices’, and this
auditory image has given me a handle on
learning to listen well to myself. The quiet,
steady voice within the crowd of harping
cries is likely to be the one to take heed of.
For example, in a situation where I
experienced hurt I had an army of takecharge voices marching in me, rallying my
defences and preparing my not to hurt –
and certainly not to show I was hurt.
Beneath them I was fortunate to hear the
quiet voice telling me to also allow space to
feel hurt, because that was real (although
much scarier).
It is too simple to say that the quiet voice is
the one to trust, though. As part of my
studies, I more recently attended another
retreat, emulating the tradition of the Desert
Fathers and Mothers. One of their teachings
is to become aware of the logismoi, trains of

thought that are distractions from the
present moment and the stillness of God.
Eight logismoi are identified: gluttony, lust,
money, sorrow, anger, listlessness, vanity
and pride. Fortunately we were given some
modern interpretations to get beyond these
fairly archaic labels for what are essentially
a string of noisy voices. (eg. ‘Sorrow’ refers
to a preoccupation with the past, whether
framed in sadness or not). With
characteristic intensity, I charged into the
retreat intent on nailing this whole logismoi
concept. I identified them, named them, did
my best to set them aside, and felt pleased
at having mostly quietened the noisy voices
– or at least fenced them off from the gentle
voice of wisdom so I could distinguish one
from the other. It wasn’t until I got home
and reread my notes in preparation for
writing a reflective paper on the experience
that I noticed that the ‘quiet voice’ I had
been listening to was in fact quiet selfsatisfaction, what the desert traditions
would name ‘pride’, that is, the sense of
having it all together on my own without
needing God at all. I felt exasperated. This
‘listening to myself’ gig was turning out to be
much, much harder than I anticipated!
Learning to listen well to just the voices
within me seems to be a monumental
challenge. My life is filled with hundreds
more voices: friends, family, workmates,
culture, media, news, books, study,
scripture, never mind those JG writers who
throw all kinds of challenging ideas into the
mix… For me, the call to Christian integrity is
a call to listen well for the voice of wisdom,
the voice of God, in ourselves and in the
worlds we live within.
Clare Schulz

Jubilee Grapevine
In the year of Jubilee, the grapevines will grow wild and the land will rest and rejuvenate. The
slaves will be freed, the poor will be returned to their land, and everyone will have enough.
Jesus announced himself sent to proclaim good news to the afflicted, sight for the blind,
freedom for captives and a year of favour – a Jubilee – from the Lord, and declared: I am the
vine; you are the branches.
(Leviticus 25, Luke 4:16-30, John 15:1-17)
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The next edition of Jubilee Grapevine will explore PLACE.
PLACE We would love to include your thoughts, articles, poetry,
artwork, photography, or random ramblings around this topic. To get you reflecting:


Where is ‘your place’? (Either a physical location or a transient space in which you feel at home). What is important
about this place? To what lengths would you go to defend it? (What would you be defending it against if you did?)



What responsibilities does identifying with a place give us to protect, enhance or share ‘our place’?



How do we respond when contested meanings or values are attributed to the same physical location? (eg indigenous
peoples/ pastoralists/ mining companies/ tourists/ environmentalists). Are we then dealing with one place, or many
places that all share one location?



What is the value and/ or the danger of a communal loyalty to a place, whether real or imagined? (Or: can there ever
be good nationalism?) Are traditional notions of ‘heaven’ a form of ‘nationalism’ in this sense, and if so, what are the
helpful or less helpful aspects of these traditions in shaping how we live within our world?



To what extent is following Christ about being a pilgrim rather than having a home place?



Is there such a thing as ‘Australian’? ‘Un-Australian’? ‘Australian Christian’? ‘Christian Australian’? Which are you?



How does change impact our sense of place? If ‘your place’ changes (eg. the land becomes saline) or your role in it
changes (eg. you can’t be a timber worker anymore because the forest is protected) is it still ‘your place’? How?



Are there ‘sacred places’, or are all places sacred? Is sacredness only in our perceiving of it? Can the city be sacred?



How do you create a place in relationships that is shared while also maintaining space of you own? For those with kids,
what sort of a place are you creating for them? Where is the sacred in your family/ relationship/ individual place?



Does your place have space for the displaced? How does this change you, or others, or your place?



In what sense is God ‘your place’? Are you at home there?
All submissions need to be received by Friday, 13 January 2006.
2006 Please let Clare know prior to this if you intend to
contribute. Submissions not related to the theme will also be considered for inclusion.

You are the place where God chose to dwell.
Henri Nouwen
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Let justice grow wild & provide for all peoples freedom from oppression, for the sake of Christ the Vine.
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